Try this over on your Piano
Underneath The Southern Skies

Words by
ARTHUR E. BEHIM
and HARRY RUBY

Music by
M. K. JEROME

Moderato

Voice

Underneath the Southern skies I'm dreaming of,

Just a pair of lovin' eyes I dearly love;

Each day as I begin it, I count each endless
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When I Looked In Your Wonderful Eyes

Lyric by A. STANLEY DUNKERLEY

Music by NAT OSBORNE

Andante Moderato

The world never seemed half so fair to me, Till I

The light of the stars and the sun grew dim, When I

looked in your wonderful eyes; And

looked in your wonderful eyes;

love never seemed half so rare to me, Till you

radiance that gleamed from your soul within, Showed the
taught me that love never dies.
way to where happiness lies.

Refrain Valse Lento

When I looked in your eyes, Your wonderful eyes, The
dreams I had dreamed all came true. Then the clouds passed a-

--way, The night turned to day, And brought me the sun-shine and you.
Like a star up above, The light of your love, will
shine thru my sorrows and sighs; I realize I found my Paradise, When I looked in your
wonderful eyes. When I wonderful eyes.
SO LONG! OO-LONG
(How Long You Gonna Be Gone?)

Chorus:
'So long! Oo-long how long you gon na be gone?

Your little Japanee, will be wait-ing under-
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Refrain:
Every night she would teach me how to play the man-do-lin, Every night she would

sing a little song then I'd begin to hold her, and fold her, with mis-chief in my
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Chorus
Jean, how I adore you,

Jean, I'm craving for you;
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